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One of the things people cannot help doing while speaking aloud is 

putting their linguistic utterances into an intonational envelope, Ever 

since the early day of science fiction this has been viewed as a 

characteristic feature of human speakers which distinguishes them from 

speaking computers. Besides a lot of beeps and buzzes, robots typically 

produce monotonous speech, and they are believed to be incapable of 

anything better than that. This popular stereotype has been overthrown, 

by recent developments in speech and language technology. Now, it is 

possible to supplement the acoustic specification of words and sentences 

with prosodic information, resulting in considerable improvement of the 

naturalness and intelligibility of synthetic speech. 

In this paper we describe and explain an algorithm for the computation 

of pitch contours for linguistic utterances whose syntactic shape and 

sentence accents are given [1). The algorithm consists of two parts. 

First, it determines what syntactic information in the surface structure 

is (potentially) relevant for intonation. In the second step, an 

appropriate contour is computed. Output contours are represented in the 

notation developed by 't Hart and Collier (1975) for their "intonation 

grammar" of Dutch. In its present form the algorithm generates basic 

intonation patterns for Dutch utterances as spoken by someone who has 

carefully prepared his text. The proposed system is couched in the 

framework of Kempen and Hoenkamp's (1984) Incremental Procedural Grammar 

(IPG), a theory about the way speakers convert conceptual content into 

sentence form during speaking. Although the exact form of the intonation 

[1] The terms intonation contour and pitch contour will be used 
i nterchangeably throughout this paper. 
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algorithm as described in this paper is language speeific, we believe

that the computational architeeture it embodies ls shared by many

languages.

When deslgning the algorithm we have attempted to take lnto account

linguistlc r psychological as well as phonetle evidence concernlng a main

feature of prosody: the piteh contour. In contrast with most existing

( computational ) models of lntonation ( Mattingly, 1966; Witten , 1977 i

Pierrehumbert, 1981; GErding, 1983), we have paid special attention to

tthigherrr processing stages , i . e. to the conceptual and syntaetic rather

than to the phonetic determlnants of lntonatlon eontours. Our proposal

amplifies recent psycholinguistic models of language productlon (Garrett,

1980; Bock, 1982; Hoenkamp, 1983; Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1984) which have

left largely untouched the production of prosody. He have attempted to

take into account such performance phenomena as varying speech rates,

ineremental sentenee production, and contours spanning several sentenees.

In this respect, our model supplements exlsting linguistlc analyses

(Bierwlsch, 1966i Nespor & Vogel, 1982). Although lre subscribe to the

ttautonomy of intonationtr hypothesls r w€ do not believe in a prosodic

component which is largely lndependent from the other sentence production

modules and eommunicates with them only at a very late stage (Cottier,

1972; Cutler & Isard ) 1980 ) . Insfead r w€ assume that all sentence

produetlon modules contribute to the prosodic form of utterances.

The first part of this Chapter is concerned with computational

aspeets. It contains a detailed description of the algorithm 12),

l2l The algorithm has been implemented ln the form of a program written
in Franz LISP, which is running on a VAX1 1/|}}-eomputer under the WIS
operating system. Copies of the program are available upon request. The
program is part of an integrated language and speech generatlon system
which eonverts meanlng rep(esentations into wrltten and spoken Dutch
sentences.
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preceded by a short overview of Dutch intonation and a dlscusslon of

prosody as an integrated component of the language production process.

The second part discusses the linguistic and psychologlcal background of

the computatlonal model (trdesign principlestt) and evaluates the modelrs

behavlor ln the light of emplrlcal evldence.

1. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

1.1 rt Hart and Collierts intonation grammar for Dutch utterances

Intonation, or perceived speech melody, is primarily related to the

course of the fundamental frequency (Fo-course) in the acoustic slgnal.

It Hart A Collier (1975) distlngulshed betlreen three representational

leve1s whlch correspond to dlfferent degrees of abstraction from the

speech slgnal:

1) Natural course of Fo. The measurable curve of the continuous fundanen-

tal frequency in the acoustic signal.

2) Piteh contour. The audible, stylized equivalent of the natural course

of the fundamental frequency, eontaining only the perceptually

(communicatively) relevant and invariant dlscrete pitch movements.

3) Basic intonatioq pattern. An abstract, mental category of intonation,

underlying an aetual pit,eh contour and integrated in the

speaker-Ilstener t s l inguistic competence . It is a pure It formrr ,

eompletely void of tangible, materlal aspects, and it adds certain

eommunicative properties to an utterance.

During the last two decades, the second leveI, the piteh contour, has

been extensively studled for Duteh intonation ( Cofren & t t Hart , 1967 i

Collier, 1972; tt Hart & Cohen,1973; tt Hart & Collier, 1975; de Rooy,
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1979; Wi1lems, 1982). Among the assumptions whlch have guided this work,

are t,he following. First, the tune of a sentence is not a phonological

primitlve in itself but is made up of a sequence of simpler elements.

Second, only perceptually relevant pitch movements have to be aceounted

for. Contours of real speech can be replaced by slmpler, stylized

approximatlons without ehanging the melodic lmpression. Third, the

physieal properties of these standardized movements ( such as place of

onsei, slope and duratlon) ean be elearly defined. And fourth, these

discrete, perceptually relevant piteh movements are produeed by

trvoluntarytt instruetions to the articulatory system. AIl other, mlnor

fluctuations ( the ttmlero-lntonationtt ) are added during articulation and

are not under the speaker t s conscious control. If they are left out, the

overall subjective lmpression on the listener remains the same.

On this methodological basisr ?o inventory was made of rather steep,

simple standardized pitch-movements which oecur in the fundamental

frequency continuum of Dutch sentences. For both falls and rises, five

types of pitch movements between the upper and lower boundary of the

declinatlon 1lne are dlstinguished. (tne declination 1lne refers to the

slowly doumward drifting pitch-1eve1 of the utterance. Declinatlon

largely depends upon a decreasing subglottal air pressure) . Descriptlons

of the pitch movements are presented in Tab1e I [3].

t 3 I I t Hart and Co1ller I s grammar of Dutch intonation dlstinguishes
between only two levels of pitch aecent: presence or absence. The exact
excursion helght of a pitch movement is decided upon in the Articulatory
Stage ( see Sectlon 1 .2) .
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Tab1e I. An inventory of pereeptually relevant pitch movements in Dutch
( after t t Hart & Collier, 1975) .

SymboI Denotatlon

c
D

E

The prominenC€-Iending rlse. Occurs early and abruptly in the
syllabIe earrying word accent.
The contlnuation rise. Does not lend prominence. -Occurs as late
as possible in the last syllable of the word precedlng a (major)
syntactic boundary, and is always followed by an inaudlble fall
during the pause on the boundary.
The retarded promin€hc€-lending rise.
The gradual pltch rise or inclination whlch extends over several
adjacent syllables.
The extra ( precursive) rise. An ttovershoottt in front of a final
faII A after a stretch of high declination.

The promin€rc€-lendlng flnal falI which is placed on the last
prominent word of a clause, and occurs abruptly but rather late
in the syllable carrying word aceent.
The postponed ( non-finaI ) faII . It does not lend prominence. Is
executed ln an inconspicuous way during a pause at a syntactic
boundary or r directly after a rise 1 , very early in the follo-
wing syllab1e.
The relaxatlon faII.
The gradual fall, eovering several adjacent syllables.
The half-faIl.

The low Ieve1 of
rise) .
The hlgh level of
a fa11).

the declination line (after a faII or before a

the declinatlon line (after a rise and before

Certain suecessions of these atomistie ingredients into which

Fo-curves can be deeomposed, build recurrent clusters; the so-caII€d

intonational blocks. There are three types : P-blocks, C-blocks and

E-blocks. P stands for Prefix ) C for Continuation and E for End. The

intonation grammar specifies the internal structure of blocs, together

with the various ways

within round brackets:

which may occur in any

in which blocks can combine. (Optional elements are

( ) . They may or may not occur. 0ptlonal elements

number, are within square braekets: [ ] ) .
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The first_ part of t t Hart and Collier t s grammar ls a rule governing

the position of blocks in t,he contour of a sentence. Blocks ean be

coneatenated according to the following rule:

contour = ttPl cltPl E

The seeond part of the grammar speeifies the internal structure of the

blocks. Table II shows a redueed version of the original set. 0n1y blocks

containing eombinations of the moves 11 2, A and B, and starting with 0,

the low level of the deelinatlon Iine, are shown [4].

Table II. A simplified version of tt Hart & Collierrs intonatlon grammar

P-bloeks C-blocks E-blocks

Pl = tgl 1 t6l B 1 tol A tol 2
1ru1 (2)B
2

1 la) A tol Q)
1 lal (2)
2

C1 = tgl
C3 = tOl
C4 = tQl

E1 = tgl
E3 = tol
E4 = tgl

The thlrd part of the grammar contains certaln restrictions on the

combinatorial possibilities given ln the first part. E.g.1 C4 cannot be

preceded by P1.

An extensive example is given in ( 1 ) . Syllab1es of words carrying

sentence stress are underlined. The plcture of the lntonatlon contour

does not represent decl inati.on . The symbols under the contour line

specify intonational blocks and their pitch movements. (Notlce that for a

faII B wlthin a sy1lable a continuous line is drawn. A falI B on a

constituent boundary ls indicated by a gap.)

t4l There are two reasons for leavlng the other pitch falls and rises
(vLz. 3, 4, 5, C, D and E) out of consideration. First, there is no clear
motive for their appearance in the contour. Second, thelr occurrence is
restricted to one aeeent position: sentence final. The exclusion of these
pitch movements only reduces the variabllity of the speech signal, and
never leads to contours that sound unacceptable ( | t Hart & Collier, 19752
240 ) . A speaker who only uses the so-coIl€d frhat patternrf and other
contours derived from it, will not deviafe much from the intonatlonal
expections of the average Duteh lisbener (Cotlier & tt Hart, 19782 57).
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( 1 ) De oude man

J
P1: 0 MB
the old man

een mantel kopen,

C1: 1 A 0 2
buy a coat,

zag gisteren deze vrouw,

P1:1B C3:019 B

saw yesterday this woman,

omdat zLj een nieuwe baan

zijn vroegere secretaresse,

C3: o 0 1a B

his former seeretEry r

met goede vooruitzichten had

Pl: 0 0 1 B E1: 1 A A

beeause she had a new job with good prospects

Aa an lntroductlon to the psychological and linguistic underpinnings

of the model, we flrst sketch the place of intonatlon computatlon within

the more general framework of human sentence production (Section 1.2i

this dlscussion will be resumed in the second part of the paper). Section

1.3 is devoted to the algorlthm.

1.2 lhe place of lntonation within language production

Our theoretical account of lntonation deviates most from existing

analyses in that it departs fron a psycholingulstic rather than a

linguistic point of view. Several authors (Garrett, 1980; Bock, 1982i

Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1984) have proposed to decompose the computational

process of human sentence production into four stages or modules, named

Conceptual, Lexico-Syntactic, Morpho-Phonologlcal and Artlculatory

respectively (terms coined by Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1984).

During the first, Conceptual Stage a semantic representatlon is formed

specifylng the message the speaker lntends to convey to hls audience.

This representatlon, lre assume, is language lndependent to a large

extent. In the second, Lexico-Syntactic Stage functional linguistic

structures are built in the form of surface syntactic trees. The terminal

nodes of such trees are abstract, pre-phonological lexical itens, called

rrlemmasrr (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983). A lenaa does not contain any sound

informatlon. In the third, llorpho-Phonological Stage the phonological
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form (ttlexen"n) is retrleved for each lenma and morphological adjubtnents

are made (inflections). Finally, the fourth, Artlculatory Stage

transforms the phonologlcal code into muscular motor lnstructlons.

Baslc to our approach is the assumptlon that prosodic processing is

not conflned to a unltary phonologlcal conponent which ls part of the

Artlculatory Stage. tlthln each of the four modulesr decisions are nade

whlch eventually determine the course of the fundamental frequency of the

speech signal. Thls pitch contour is the result of authentlc prosodic

rules and cannot be fully deternined on the basls of the syntactlc and

Iexlca1 structure of the utterance.

1. Conceptual Stage. When a conceptual representatlon is .uilt up, it is

supplied rrith tags for gll.ggy and node. This is done on the basls of

pragmatlc conslderatlons, such as meanlng contrasts rrith earller

utterances (sallency), and communlcative lntention (interrogative,

declaratlve, tDperatlve mode). Conceptual structures containing such

tags, are handed over to bhe syntactlc formulating mechanisms of the

second Stage.

2. Lexico-Syntactic Stage. Sentence accents are asslgned to lenmas on the

basls of sallency tags. Though we judge it premature to give detalled

rules on this toplc, a proposal leading to an acceptable solution in

many cases could be the followlng: mark as accented the head of the

constltuent which expresses a salient part of the conceptual

representation. For example, lf the meaning underlylng nthe old mantr

in sentence (1), has been tagged for saliency, then the lemma for oan

will recelVe sentence stress. The accented word wlII often be the last

( eontent) word of the eonstituent.

Mode tags are interpreted as instructions to select a deelaratlve,
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3.

interrogatlve or imperative sentenee form. ItMode marksrr are placed

before the sentenee (e.g. ,a rr?tr before an lnterrogative) . If no such

tag ls speeifled, declarative is chosen by default.

Morpho-Phonologieal Stage. For each lemma in the surface syntactic

strueture the corresponding phonological form (lexeme) is retrieved.

Information on number of syIlables and place of word accent is thus

made available. The lemmas are processed in left-to-right-order.

Simultaneously with the lookup of lexemes, a pitch contour is computed

which spans the whole utterance under construction. To this purpose,

the surface syntactic sbructure is inspect,ed ( look-ahead ) .

Instruetlons for pltch falls and rises are assoeiat,ed a) with

syllables carrying word accent for those words which receive sentence

stress, b) with the last syllable of words preceding prosodically

marked syntactie boundaries.

Articulatory Stage. The dlserete units of the linguistic strueture

(phoneme sequences) are transformed into a semi-continuous flow of

speech. Such transformations belong to the so-called

frmi.cro-intonationtr. Factors such as sex, age and voice quality exert

their influenee here. Although the natural course of Fo is basically

derived from the intonatlon eontour , it depends upon speci fic

articulatory mechanisms as well. A byplcal example is declinatlon: the

baseline for all piteh movements. Other examples of such adjustments

are 3 stress-retractlon whieh serves to eliminate elashes between

accents, as in thlrt0en mCn --) thlrteen mCn (Nespor & Vogel, 1982),

and the influence of eonsonants on the intrinsic Fo-level of following

vowels (Cohen & rt Hart, 1967).

4.
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The contrlbution to intonation of eaeh of the four processing stages, is

summarized in Tab1e III.

Table III. The contributlon of the four sentence proeessing stages to
intonatlon.

Conceptual Stage :
(

Lexico-Syntactic Stage :

Morpho-Phonological Stage :

Articulatory Stage :

tags (parts of) conceptual representations for
saliency and mode ( speeeh act: command, ques-
tlon, statement, ete. )
eomputes sentence accents, and adds mode marks
to sentences
eomputes a pitch contour , i.€. r adds to each
syllable of a word instruetlons for pitch
movements
transforms the assigned pitch movements lnto
museular motor eommands ( includ ing mi.cro-into-
natlon )

1 .3 The Algorithm

Intonation contours are compuLed in two steps. A Basie Intonation

Pattern or BIP is determined first (Section 1.3.1); then, instructlons

for pitch movements are added to each lexeme (Seotion 1.3.2) . The

algorithm is capable of specifying BIPs for surface syntactlc trees which

are generated by Kempen and Hoenkampt s ( 1 984 ) Incremental Proeedural

Grammar (IPG). In IPG-trees, functional and eategorial nodes alternate.

S, NP, N, V and Art are examples of categorial nodes. Vfin, Subjr Obj and

NPhead belong to the set of functional nodes [5]. The surface syntactlc

structure of sentence ( 1 ) is presented ln (2) .

t5l The following abbreviatlons are used. Categorial procedures: s
(clause), np (noun phrase), ap (adjectival or adverbial phrase), pp
(preposltional phrase, a (adjective of adverb), n (noun) , p (preposi-
tlon) , v (main verb), art (article) , dsm-pFo (demonstrative pronoun),
poss-pro (possessive pronoun) , pers-pro (personal pronoun) , and eonj
(subordinating conjunctlon). Notice that there is no VP (Verb Phrase).
Funetlonal procedures; subj : ( subSect) r obj : (object) , smod: ( sentence
modifier) , vfin: ( finite verb) , vinfln: ( infinltive verb) , comp:
( complementizer) , nmod: (noun phrase rnodifier) r nphead: (head of noun
phrase) , det: (determiner) , aphead: (head of adjeetival or adverbial
phrase), pphead: (head of prepositlonal phrase), and pobi: (prepositional
object).
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(2) (s (subj:
(np (det: (art de))

(nmod: (ap (aphead: (a oude))))
(nphead: (n tman))))

(vfin: (v zag))
(smod: (ap (aphead: (a *gisteren))))
(obi:
(np (det: (dem-pro deze) )

( nphead: ( n *vrouw) )
( nmod :

( np ( det : ( poss-pro zijn) )
(nmod: (ap (aphead: (a vroegere))))
(nphead: (n rsecretaresse) ) ) ) ))

(obi:
(np (det: (art een))

(nphead : (n *mantel) ) ) )
(vinfin: (v kopen))
(smod: (s (eomp: (eonj omdat))

(subj: (np (nphead: (pers-pro zij))))
(obj:
(np (det: (art een))

(nmod: (ap (aphead: (a nieuwe))))
(nphead: (n *baan))
( nmod:

( pp ( pphead: (p met) )
( pobj :
(np (nmod: (ap (aphead: (a *goede))))

(nphead: (n *vooruitziehten) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
' (vfin: (v had)))))
#)

Sentence ( 1 ) contains seven so-called major constltuents: functional

nodes which are immediately dominated by an S. In (3) we give the major

constituents of the main clause of ( 1 ) .

( 3 ) Subj : de oude man
VFin z zag
SMod : gisteren
Obj : deze vrouw zijn vroegere secretaresse
Obj : een mantel
Vinfin : kopen
SMod : omdat zLj een nieuwe baan met goede vooruitzichten had
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1.3.1. A notatlon for Baslc Intonation Patterns

BIPs are defined in terms of five auxillary symbols inserted into a

sentenee; ?, *, #, / and // (See Table IV). The first three of these are

already present ln surface structures delivered by the Lexico-Syntactic

Stage. The last two symbols are lnserted durlng Morpho-Phonological

processing by rules to be specified now.

tt?rt ls the mode marker preceding an interrogative sentence. rr'rn is the

saliency marker which is prefixed to lemmas receiving sentenee accent.

tt lltt is an end-of-message symbol appended to a surf ace syntactic

strueture; it prevents a prosodic linklng of the current sentence to the

following one. tt /tt and tt / /tt are attached to syntactlc constituents under

special circumstances. Both tt /tt , tt / /tt and tr/l rr may be viewed as boundary

symbols. From a linguistic point of view , tt /tt may be ealled optional ,

whereas tt / /tt and rrlrrt are obllgatory.

Tab1e IV. Auxiliary symbols used for specifying
Basic Intonatlon Patterns.

SymboI Denotation

optional prosodlc boundary
obligatory prosodic boundary
end of message
salleney marker of a lemma
interrogative mode

The insertion of the BIP symbols tt /tt and tt / /n proceeds as follows.

First, the n / /tt symbol is appended to Lhe end of the sentence. Then one

after another, all major constltuents of the main S are examined for

asterisked lemmas, i.€.1 lemmas marked for saliency. If a major

constituent contains at, least one asterisked lemma, two actlons are

performed:

/
//
#
i
2
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A Insert tt / /tt on both sldes of

constituent is of type S;

right-hand side only.

(4) l------------$------------- !

( because they felt *exclted )
/ / because they felt *exclted

the major constituent

in all other eases,

!-----Np----- ! !-vP- |

( ralI vlsitors) (went)
/ / *a11 visltors / went

in case that

put a tt /tt on the

! -----Pp----- !

( to the *ha11) ll
to the *haII / # //

B If the major constituent eontains

each NP and each S functioning as

more than one asterlsked lemma, mark

a Mod ( lf ler ) with tt / /tt on both sides .

l----vPG-- ! !----NP---- |

( will marry) ( my * sister ) ll
wi 11 marry my r sister / {l / /

(5 ) l-------------Np

( our *manager
our rmanager / /

! ------Np----- !

(mister *James) )
mister *James // /

$-------------- i

! -------S---- !

(when *I came) )
/ / when *I came / /

(6) !

( because rhe left
/ / beeause the left

| ---NP---- ! !------VP----- t

(tfre *host) (feIt *lnsu1ted) ll
/ / the rhost / felt * insulted / tl //

The boundary symbols have a priority order which runs from tt /tt ( Iowest

priority) , via tt / ltt to 'r# 'r ( highest priority) . I{hen several of these

symbols occur next to each other, all but one are deleted: only one

material are removed as welI. So (4), (5) and (6) are rewritten as resp.

q), (8) and (9).

because they felt *exclted / / rall vlsitors / went to the *haII ll
our *manager / / mister *James / / will marry my rsister ll
because *he left / / when *I arrived / / the *host / felt *insulted tt

0f t,he seven major constltuents in ( 3 ) , five are marked ( a1I except

the second and sixth constituent). 0nly the fourth constituent is ln need

of further internal inspection. The result of applylng rules A and B to

(3) is listed ln (10).

(7)
(8)
(9)
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( 1 0 ) de oude *man / zag *gisteren
*secretaresse // / een *mantel /
met *goede *vooruitziehten had / /

After cleaning upr the BIP of (11) is

( 1 1 ) de oude *man / zag igisteren
*secretaresse / / een *mantel /
met *goede *vooruitzichten had ll

/ deze *vrouw / /
kopen // omdat zLj
# //

the end result.

/ deze *vrouw / /
kopen // omdat zLj

zLjn vroegere
een nieuwe *baan

zijn vroegere
een nleuwe *baan

1 .3.2, Computing intonation contours

The algorithm uses the following devices:

-- five main functions : CONTOUR-COMP, PITCH-CHANGE, PITCH-CONT,

PITCH-HIGH and PITCH-L0W;

-- five auxiliary varj-ables: (current-symbol), (next-symbol), (pitch),

(mode), and (distanee); and

-- four auxiliary functions: BOUNDARY?, CHOOSE, END? and LOOK-AHEAD.

The main functions (see Table V) consist of condltion-actlon pairs. The

condltions pertain to current values of varlables, or values computed by

auxlliary functions. (The symbol tr&rr ln Table V lndicates boolean

con j unctlon ; the symbol tr . rt is a separator between suceessive actions ) .

The actions conslst of calling other functions, assigning values to

variables r oF attaehing piteh movement symbols to the current symbol

( e.g., action rrAtr is to be read as an abbreviation for ttattach A to

(current-symbol)tt; (current-symbol) points to a word of the sentence).

The auxiliary functions are somewhat more diverse. We have described

t,heir operations ln Tab1e VI .

The algorlthm starts with setting (pltch) to 0, (mode) to DEC (=

declaratlve), (distance) to 0, (currert-syffibol) to t,he first symbol in

the BIP, and (next-symbol) to the second symbol in the BIP. A BIP symbol
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is a word of the sentence or an auxiliary symbol form the set ? / / / ll .

The top-Ievel. functlon is COilTOUR-COMP. ft ls called once for each BIP

symbol. (The three boundary symbols are skipped, however. They do not

eause a call to CONTOUR-COMP; only (distance) ls set to 0. ) CONTOUR-COMP

traverses the BIP from left to rlght. The actions of the PfTCH-functlons

eonsist of calling an auxiliary function and/or attaehing one or more

piteh movement symbols from the set 1 2 A B 0 A to (current-syrrbol) .

Pitch movements 1 and A are attached to the syllable earrying word

accent; 2 and B to the final syllab1e of the word . If an A or B is chosen

thls implies settlng (pitch) to O; a 1 sets (piteh) to 0 and 2 leaves the

value of (piteh) unaffected. In Appendlx A !'re give a partlal trace of how

the algorithm processes the flrst seven words of sentenee ( 1 ) .
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Table V. The main functlons of the algorithm

Function Name: CONTOUR-COMP

CONDITION ACTION

(eurrent-symbol) is
? set (mode) to INT
*word PITCH-CHANGE

(pitch) = A PITCH-HIGH
(piteh) = 0 PITCH-LOW

Function Name: PITCH-CHANGE

CONDITION

(pltch) = 0
(pitch) = 0

ACTION

1; PITCH-CONT
A; BOUNDARY?

Function Name: PITCH-C0NT

CONDITION ACTION

LOOK-AHEAD = False B
L0OK-AHEAD = 0 &

(mode) = INT & END? = True CHOOSE $rA); BOUNDARY?

END? = False CH0OSE (A,A); B0UNDARY?
in all other cases A

in all other cases CHOOSE (0rB); BOUNDARY?

Function Name: PITCH-HIGH

CONDITION ACTION

(next-symbol) = {l & (mode) = INT CHOOSE (2 rA)
(next-symbol) = // B
(next-symbol) = / &

LO0K-AHEAD = 0 0
L0OK-AHEAD= 1 CHOOSE (0rB)

in a}l other eases A

Function Name: PITCH-LOW

CONDITION ACTION

(next-symbol) = tl & (mode) = INT CHOOSE (2, 0 )
(next-symbol) = // 2

in all other cases 0
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Tab1e VI. The auxiliary functlons of the algorithm

B0UNDARY? looks whether (nexb-symbol) is a member of the set / / / ll ,

cHoosE (x, Y)

i.e., (distance) equals 0. If sor PITCH-HIGH is executed
when (pitch) = 0 or PITCH-L0W when (piteh) = 0. In aII other
cases, (distanee) is set to the number of words before the
f lrst oceurrence of a member of the set / / / lt "

makes a choice between X and Y. Both alternatlves will lead
to an acceptable contour. tA cholee may be influenced, among
other things, by speech tempo, emotion, or styllstics. In
some cases the value of (distance) is important. The first
argument, X, is normally preferred to the second, Y. Since
conerete, programmable rules are missing, we had to take
recourse to a probabillstlc function selecting between X and
Y.l

looks forward to the first occurrence of either / / or ll. If
ll is encountered, the funetlon returns True. In aII other
cases Fa1se ls returned.

computes two scores:
sc1: the number of *words (sentence accents) inbetween

(current-symbol) and the first occurrenee of / , / / or ll
sc2: the number of rwords inbetween (current-symbol) and the

first oceurrence of / / or {l .
The funetion returns one of the followlng values:

END?

LOOK-AHEAD

FaI se
sc2 in all other cases.
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2. LINGUISTIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

2.1 Design prlneiples of intonation contour computation

Mode1s of lntonation that have been proposed in the literature tend to

be confined to processing in the Articulatory Stage and to leave the

higher sentence production processes out of consideration (Oe Pijper,

1 983 ) . Our model of Dutch intonatlon is an attempt at modelling

lntonational processlng during the Morpho-Phonologiea1 Stage. The

following three princlples, derived from emplrical ( psycho ) linguistie

studies, have guided our work.

A. Intonatlon contours are computed ln two stages.

1 . The Lexico-Syntactie Stage assigns sentence accents to lemmas which

serve specifie syntacllc functlonsr ets part of the computation of

surface syntactic trees

2. The Morpho-Phonological Stage asslgns instruetions for pitch fiov€-

ments to syllables as part of the computation of word shapes.

B. Computation of intonatlon contours proceeds left-to:right with limited

look-ahead ( not beyond lhe current finite clause) .

C. Computation of intonation contours

driven) .

is aeeent-driven (vs. syntax-

The computation of an intonation contour requires knowledge about the

number of accented words before the next finite elause boundary ( see

auxiliary funetion LOOK-AHEAD, Tab1e VI). This implies that contours ean

only be computed after accents have been asslgned. The analysis of speech

errors suggests that accents are assigned to lemmas which fuIfil a

speeific syntactlc function. This takes place during the Lexico-Syntaetie

Stage ( Fromkin, 1973; Garrett, 1 980 ) . For example word exchange errors
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(e.9. (12)) Ieave the position of sentence accents untouched. This stage,

however, is an unlikely candidate for contour computatlon because word

accent and syllable stucture are not yet available. A more favorable

place would be the Morpho-Phonological Stage. It is an economieal

solution to have eontour computatlon proceed along wlth other

phonological processing for syllable structure and word accent. Along

with t,he lookup of each lexeme, instructions for conspieuous pltch

movements can be added to the syllables [6]. [The Articulatory Stage can

be left out of consideration because it appears to work roughly phrase by

phrase (cf. Bock, 1982), whereas contour computation needs look-ahead of

fhe size of flnite clauses. l

( 1 2 ) We have a lAboratory in our computer

A two-stage processing scheme does not imply an exclusively syntactic

or semantic aecount of the origin of pitch accents. A semantic base for

sentence accents is suggested by such diverse sources of evidence as

connected speech ( Nooteboom & Terken , 1 982) , ( early) ehlld language

(Wieman , 1976; Pechmann, 1 983 ) and speech repairs (Levelt & Cutler ,

1983). Syntax-based rules for assigning sentential stress have been

proposed mainly within the frameword of Transformational Generative

Grammar (see e.g. Bresnan, 1971). Although they have lost much of thelr

lnitial attraction, they cannot be eompletely discarded ( Cutler & Isard,

1980; Nooteboom & Terken, 1982). So, a model of intonation must, in

principle, be capable to lncorporate more than one base for stress

assignment. Our model satisfies this requirement.

t6l This ls in contrast with Fromkinrs (1973) suggestlon to place eontour
computation in a separate eomponent preceding lexeme lookup. Cutler and
fsard ( 1 980 ) argue that lexical lookup precedes accent placement.
However, they fail to distingulsh between lemma versus lexeme lookup.
Lexemes may still be retrieved after accent assignment.
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If the flnal form of intonation eontours is computed left-to-right

during the Morpho-Phonologieal Stage (design principle B), it, follows

that, only the surface structure of the utteranee is of relevance. Even

within the context of transformatlonal grammar this has been accepted

(Bierwisch, 1966; Plerrehumbert, 1981). That deep structure could play a

role is denied , among other things, by disambiguation phenomena. A deep

strueture ambiguity can be prosodically marked only if a surface

structure difference exlsts (Wa1es & Toner , 1980). Cooper and his

associates, houwever , maintain that a single level of syntactic coding is

not sufficient: lhe syntactlc representation a speaker needs for

intonatlonal processlng includes both underlying and surfaee levels of

coding (Sorensen & Cooper , 1980). However, as they admit themselves

( Cooper & Sorensen , 1977; Cooper , 1 980 ) , their experimental results do

not necessitate an explanation in terms of a direct aecess of the

phonetic component to deep strueture information [7].

The third design principle holds that eontour computatlon is accent-

rather than syntax-driven. By this hre mean that syntaetic constituents

are irrelevant to the shape of the intonatlon eontour as long as they do

not contain a sentence aecent. This prlnelple eontrasts wlth the

linguistic approach whieh seeks a more direet eorrespondence between

It phonological phrasesrr and syntactlc constltuents, for instance , on the

basis of depth of syntactic boundaries, bhe number of structural

brackets, the number of nodes separating two suceessive words, and the

like. That this solution is infelicitous, can be shown even wlth such a

t 7I 0ur i.mplementatlon shows that ftsuperf icialtr inspection of syntactic
strueture in combination with knowledge about the places of pitch accents
can explain the results of Cooper t s experiments on preposing and gapping
without any referenee to a ttdouble syntaetic codingtt . Though, in his
experiments, h€ monltors Subjectst responses for eontraslive or emphatic
stress n Cooper can not prevent his speakers form producing any pitch
accents at alL 

"
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simple and short sentence

(13)

as (13). We owe the example to de Rooy (1979).

NP

I

I

I
pers . pron .

hij
he

aux . past. part . prep.
werd geboren in
was born in

noun
Amsterdam
Amsterdam

If we take number of ilon-tsrminal nodes between words as an lndex of

boundary depth, the following scores are assigned to (13):

hL j/4 werd/ 1 gebor en/3 Ln/ 1 Amsterdam.

Assuming thaL the deepesl syntactic boundary is the prlme candidate for

prosodlc real izaLion , one predicts a phonetle boundary after hij .

However, rfspeakers realizing such a boundary aL that position also

realize a pltch aceent on the pronoun. This aecent appears to suggest

some sort of eontrast. If the pronoun ls not realized with a piteh aeeent

a boundary realized after the pronoun clearly suggests hesitation on the

part of the speaker. Hence the realization of a normal prosodic boundary

in this positlon involves the realization of a pitch aecent on the

pronountt (Oe Rooy, 1979t 122). So, the syntax-drlven approach ean lead to

putting sentence aecents at plaees where the speaker does not need them.

We wish to conclude this Section with a remark on the general design

of our algorithm. We do not cLaim psychological plausibility for

splitting the algorithm into two successive parts: BIP cod lng , and

eontour computation. This was done to make the structure of the model

more transparent and easier to describe. In reality, inspeetion of

surface structure and computatlon of a eontour proceed concurrently, The
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BIP coding rules given ln Section 1.3.1 are actually carried out by the

auxiliary funetions which look ahead lnto the sentence surface structure.

They uncover the ( syntactlc) information minimally needed for the

computatlon of an acceptable lntonation eontour. So, the instructions for

BIP eoding do not operate as a kind of [readjustment rulesfr which

transform hierarchical structures into linear strings. There is no reason

why functional-syntaetic and hierarchical information eould not remain

available during further phonological processing (cf. Cooper, Lapointe &

Paccia, 1978; Nespor & Vogel, 1982).

2.2 Evalgating the algorit,hm

The description of the algorithm in Section 1 .3 does not evoke a clear

image of its overall behavlor. Therefore, we flnd it useful to present

here a - somewhat arbitrary - list of features which are characteristlc

of Basie Intonatlon Patterns as computed by the algorithm, and of the

resulting pitch contours. We start with a discussion of six aspects of

Basic Intonatlon Patterns.

1 . 0nly the end of a major constituent is eoded with tt /tt . It follows that

intonational phrases may extend over the left side of a constituent but

not over the right side (Nespor & Vogel, 1982).

2. The location of a prosodic boundary ls intimately related to the

presenee of a prominent word carrying sentence accent. In ( 1t{ ) for

instance, lt will not be possible to mark t,he boundary between direct and

indirect object.

( 1 4 ) lk *verkocht / het boek aan de * leraar ll
I sold the book to the teacher
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3. The aecent-driven design of the algorithm explains the general

observatlon that the break between subject and predicate constltuents has

a higher likelihood of being prosodically marked than the break between

verb and object. Pitch accents are less frequently assigned to verbs than

to nouns. This implies, in general, that (15) will be a better BIP than

( 16 ) . So , the ef fect can be explained in terms of ( conceptually and,/or

pragmatically based) assignment of sentence stress and need not have a

syntaetic origin.

( 15 ) *sub ject / verb *object ll
(16) subject tverb / *object {l

4. Within major constltuents no boundaries are marked , except for the

eases handled by rule B (Section 1.3.1). So, wlthin the major

constituents of ( 1 7 ) r ho further structuring will be indleated . It

follows that withln subordinate clauses no major constltuents can be

marked either, except again for the cases handled by rule B (see 18)).

The few examples in the literature on unacceptable markings almost always

concern boundarles within subordinate clauses (de Rooy, 19792 133; rt

Hart, 1981). This indicates that, in Dutch, these spots are at least

problematic. Whether our abolishment of prosodic boundary marking withln

subordinate clauses is justified, is a matter of future research.

(17) (een *kat van *zuiver *ras) ( is) (*heel *duur) /l
een *kat van *zuiver *ras / is *hee1 *duur ll
a cat of pure breed is very expensive

(18) (mijn vader) (*elst) (Oat ik *volgend jaar mijn *diploma haal) #
mijn vader *eist / / dat ik *volgend jaar mijn *diploma haal ll
my father demands that I will get my eertificate next year

5. Every boundary between coordinate

by tt//n, provided (1) they contain

the end-of-ffiess€rge-symbol rr# It has not

and/or subordinate clauses is marked

at least one prominent word, and (2)

been lnserted between them. This
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renalns so after conjunction reduction (see (19)). CIausaI parenthettcals

are marked as well (see (20)).

(19) ik ben rwel 7 rgoed // maar rdaarom / nog rni"tr 1 *gsk #
I am a good guy but not a crazy one

(20) (rdeze winkeller) (dat weet *iedereen) (is) (een rechte rboef) #
ldeze winkelier // dat weet riedereen // ls €en rechte rboef #
this shopowner, everybody knolrs, 1s a real crook

In certaln cases it is not directly evident that one is dealing with a

parenthetical. The adverbial phrase in (21 ) and eZ) may be a

structurally tight part of the sentence as in the a-verslons, or it may

be an independent, lnserted part as in the b-verslons. 0n1y in the latter

case we w111 hear a so-called rrcomma-intonationil. Our algorithm only

generates the a-versions because, in the syntactic input, the adverbials

always function as normal major constituents. So far, IPG has developed

no special treatment for parentheticals. (Nespor and Voge1 (1982) run

into a similar problem. Their segmentatlon rules for lntonational phrases

assume knowledge about phonological structure.)

(21) (Marie) (komt) (volgens rJan) (rmorgen) #
a. ltlarie komt volgens *Jan / rmorgen #
b. Marle konL // volgens ,Jan // rrnorgen #

l4ary comes according to John tomorrow

(22) (de rmatroos) (ging) (rzonder rtoesternming) (de *ral op) #
a. de rmatroos glng rzonder rtoestemming / de rlral op #
b. de *matroos ging // *zonder *toestemming // de *ual op *

the sailor went without permission ashore

6. The syntactic trees which IPG Benerates for restrlctl.ve and

non-restrictive relative clauses look exactly a1ike. This implles that

the characteristic intonational differences between these clause types

muat be attrtbuted to different factors. one possibility would be to

assume that maJor constltuents with a non-restrictlve relative clause

always conlaln more than one prominent word. Applying rule B (see Section

1.3.1), then leads to a prosodic marklng (see (23)). This, in turn,
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forces us into the assumption that for restrictive relative clauses which

are not prosodically marked, €ither the elause or its antecedent earry a

sentence accent but not both (see (24)). Whether this solution ls a sound

one, remains to be seen. The same argument applies to apposltlons such as

(25) and (26). (For a diseussion on accentuation in appositions as they

appear in speeeh repairs, see Levelt and Cut1er ( 1 983 ) . )

Q3) ( Ae *flat (waar *zi j in wonen) ) ( ls) (*erg *duur) /l
de *flat / / waar *zij in wonen / / ls *erg *duur lt
the apartment they live in ls quite expensive

(24 ) ( ae rflat (waar zij in wonen) ) ( ls) (*erg *duur) //
de * flat waar zL j in wonen / is *erg *duur {t

Q5) (mijn broer (Oe *tandarts) ) (verdient) (een *hoop *geld) #
mi jn broer de *tandarts / verd ient een *hoop *geld tt
my brother the dentist earns a lot of money

(26) (mljn *broer (Ae *tandarts)) (verdlent) (een *hoop rgeld) #
mijn *broer // de *tandarts // verdient een *hoop rgeld *

So far the discussion on properties of Basic Intonation Patterns. The

following six points have to do with characteristics of pi',ch ccntcurs as

computed by the algorithm.

7. Utterances normally start with (pitch) = 0. However, a question may

start hlgh (see (27)). This patterns will add a pragmatic overtone (e.g.,

asbonishment) , and ls restricted to utteranees wlth only one prominent

word (Cotlier & it Hart, 1978: 31). A similar remark has been made with

regard to deelaratlve sentences, where a high start ls elaimed to lead to

a surpriselredundancy intonation pattern (Pierrehumbert, 1 98 1 ) . These

cases are not generated by the algorithm.

QT ) ? How ls it * poss ible llru
Utteranees end with (pitch) = 0, lf they are not a question and if the
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BIP is closed off with the end-of-oessog€ symbol ttlltt. [Questlons may end

wlth (pitch) = 0 or 0, and an optional continuation rise 2.7 In aII other

cases, either a rise 2 occurs on the final syIlable, or the utterance

ends with (pltch) = g. The latter endings mark the declarative clause as

a ooo-t€rminal one, but do not necessarily turn it into a question. They

indieate one of two things. Speaker suggests he intends to continue and

want to keep his turn in the conversatlon (see (28) where one expects to

hear somethlng like ttbutrt ) ; or speaker implies t,hat the listener may have

something to add ( see (29) which occaslons a response by the dlalogue

partner ) .

(28) you may take my *motorbike //

(29) you t re here for the * f irst time / /

I . The use of the end-of-message symbol rr/l rr is pragmatlcally motivated .

It need not necessarily oceur after every main clause: the symbol is

appended at the end of the surface structure when the speaker refrains

frorn prosodically linking the utterance to the following one. A repeated

endlng of suceessive sentences with tt / /tt leads to an ft intonation of

enumerationsfr. It provides cohesive ties within a discourse. However ,

automatic applieation can easily lead to errors. This is often observed

ln reading aloud (Nooteboom & Cohen, 1975).

A speaker may elose of f a sentenee with ttlltt , and yet contlnue iL. In

that case tl" second part wlII sound as a kind of trafter-thoughttt,

especially when the resumption occurs after a noticeable pause (see 30).

Cutler ( 1 980 z 77 ) presents some more examples.
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( 30 ) I *disl ike / their rpolicy # [ ]Jhy? I beeause lt I s rnationallstie ll

9. A question like (31 ), asklng for a choice betr,reen several

alternatives, can be intonated in two ways. It may be rcLosedtr, as ln the

a-verslon, in the sense that one of the mentioned alternatives has to be

chosen. Or lt is rropen-endedtr, as in the b-verslon, suggesting that the

llstener may come up rith a further, non-mentioned alternative. A

difference with regard to the computational history of the two versions

can explaln this difference in intonation and [meaningrr. tIe assume the

conceptual representation underlying the a-version was handed over to the

Lexico-Syntactic Stage all at once. This leads to a compound major

constituent and subsequently to the absence of a boundary marker betrreen

the conjuncts. In the b-version the conceptual representations of two

coordinated interrogative sentences were handed over to the syntactic

mechanisms one after another (incremental production). So, the part or

Ee, ls ln fact a second, elliptical clause.

( 31 ) I . ? do you want *cof fee or *tea ll

b. ? do you want *coffee / / ? or *tea / /

-- 
-rf

10. A delayed faIl B can not occur before tt / /tt or ttlttt without an

interpositioned pitch aecent (ef. the restrietion Lhat C4 ean not follow

P1 , see Section 1 .2). This explalns why marking of the NP-VP boundary is

overruled by the clause boundary in sentences like (32).
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G2) the tprofessor / has demonstrated / / that . . .

11. Boundaries indlcated by tt//tt have to be marked prosodically wit,h

either a delayed fall B or a continuation rise 2t dependent upon the

current value of (pitch) (see (28) and (29)). Boundaries of type tt/tt

present a more eomplicated picture. In some cases they are to be ignored

(see the foregoing remarkr oo. 10). In other cases they have to be marked

decllnatlon has to be reset on the first major constituent boundary) . In

many cases, however, type tt /tt boundaries are only optional . In most hat

patterns they have been overlooked by LOOK-AHEAD (see (30)).

(33) de rleerkrachten /

5
the teachers have

When (pitch) = 0 a contlnuation rise may occur on the syllab1e preceding

tt /tt ( see ( 34 ) ) . This pattern is among other things, a function of

(distance). In (35) a marking is more likely than in (34). This type of

prosodic marking may occur in infinitive clauses and NP I s with

post-nominal modiflers where, within the same major constituent, several

unaccented words follow the marked word I i . €. ; t,he value of (dlstance)

exceeds 1 (see (35) and (36)).

(34) in de *Paasvakantle / ben ik naar *spanje / geweest ll

ttr!-II

during the Easter vacatlon I vrent to Spaln

(35) de rburgemeester van het getroffen dorp / is nog rsteeds / ronvindbaar

hebben *extra *lessen / gegeven ll

-a__

glven extra lessons

the mayor of the strieken village has not yet been found
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(36) zonder *vervelend te wilLen zijn / moet 1k rtoch / iets ropmerken #

without lntending to be nasty, I must teI1 you something

12. The computed intonation eontour does not depend on features of t,he

entire sentence. The auxiliary functlons never look beyond the flrst

occurrence of n / /tt ln the current implementatlon of the model. However,

we might assume t,hat, due to speech tempo or emotional state, they may

fail to notice certain boundaries. None of the syntactic boundaries is an

absolute barrier [8]. E.g., in contour a of (37) both a coordination and

a subordlnation have been missed (and even an accent marker). The contour

consists of only two blocks: P1 and E1 (see Table II). Contour ! is a

tslowf version and is made up by four blocks: P1, twiee C3 and E1. A

higher rate of speech w111 lead to a less variable conLour.

(32) rmoeder / kuan rtoegesneld // en rkeek // ot Lk niets rgebroken had #

-rfmother came rushing towards me and looked lf I hadntt broken something

Speech produced by int,onation algorithms as the one presented here, is

t 8 I All in all , our model , fails to prosodically mark a syntactie
boundary in the following circurnstanees:
1 the boundary does not show up in the BIP (see (14) , (17), (18), (24),

Q5) and 13 t a) ;
2 the boundary is reeognized, but subsequently discarded as a consequence

of applying further rules (see (:2));
3 the marking is optional, and applieatlon of CHOOSE leads to a free

variant without marking ( ttris includes most occurrenees of hat
patterns, see (30));

4 an obligatory marking is overlooked by LO0K-AHEAD due to extra-
I inguistie influences ( see ( 37 ) ) ;

5 the sentenee is formulated lncrementally, and the end-of-B€ssage symbol
has been inserted too early (see (30)).
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usually cLassified as rrneutraltr (Pierrehumbert, 1981). Ue prefer to call

lt prepared speech. Emotional states and high speech rates will lead to
devlative contours Hhich in many cases remain explalnable ln terms of the

algorithm on the additional assumption that, in such circumstances, BIPs

may contaln omissions ( i.e. syntactic boundaries overlooked during

contour computatlon), or non-standard initializatlons of auxillary

variables (see (27)).

2.3 Concluding renarks

In this paper rre have descrlbed an algorithm for computing acceptable

intonatlon contours for Dutch sentences uttered in the nprepared speechrt

mode. In that context, prosodic rules rely more heavily on grammatloal

control. Therefore, the algorithm lril1 be more successful in predicting

which speech utterances are judged correct by natlve speakers, than in

!|edicting actual speech utterances (cf. de Rooy, 1979).

We believe the destgn is flexible enough to enable easy incorporation

of intonatlon grammars for other tanguages (see Willens 1982, for some

important suggestions). It will also be necessary to extend the algorithm

ln such a way that the complete Dutch lntonation grammar of rt Hart and

Collier can be handled [9].

Two further aspects of prosody deserve special attention in future work

on the algorithm.

1. The prosodie organization of an utterance covers not only intonation

but also temporal aspects such as segmental lengthenings and pauses.

t9l Extension of the algorithm can be accomplished in the following ways:
1 by refinlng the lnformation in the BIP, that ls, by throwing away less

informatlon from surface syntactle trees;
2 by adding intonation rules or making them more sensitive to context

( auxiliary variables ) ; and
3 by making the auxiliary functions more complieated. .
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Because intonational and temporal markers are hlghly co-occurrent, rules

for these prosodic features should be easy to combine in one algorithm.

In fact, it is hardly possible to produce a proper pitch movement without

the simultaneous adaptation of the length of the syllabIe (Oe Rooy,

1979) . Ru1es for pauses are not much different from those for obligatory

boundaries in lntonatlon contours: they are placed on boundaries marked

by tt / /tt and ttlltt ( Cooper , 1980 ) .

2. Piteh movements defining an lntonatlon contour are superimposed on a

baseline of gradually declining pltch. Declination, which cannot be left

out without serious perceptual conseguences, is executed largely

It automaticallytt . However , the speaker has at least partial control over

its course ( cf. Cohen, Collier & r t Hart, 1 982), hereby manipulating,

within Ilmits, the eommunicative impact upon the listener ( e.g. , the

overall lowering of pitch withln certain parenthetlcals) . This will make

lt necessary to enrich the algorithm with special deelination rules which

are sensitive to the speakerrs intentlon and to syntax.
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APPENDIX: A partial trace of CONTOUR:C9}II

Input string: de oude *man / zag *gisteren / deze *vrouw / /

Initialize auxiliary variables
set (plteh) to 0
set (mode) to DEC

set (distance) to 0
set (eurrent-symbol) to de

. 
set (next-symbol) to oude

enter CONTOUR-COMP
enter PITCH-LOW

attaeh 0 to (currert-sy0bo1)

set (current-syffibo1) to oude and (next-symbol) to rman
enter CONTOUR-COMP

enter PITCH-LOW
attach 0 to (current-Syffibol)

set (current-syobo1) to *man and (next-symbol) to /
enter C0NTOUR-COMP
enLer PITCH-CHANGE

attaeh 1 to (current-syilbo1) and set (piteh) to A
enter PITCH-CONT
enter LOOK-AHEAD

return 2
enter CHOOSE

atfaeh 0 to (current-symbol)
enter B0UNDARY?
enter PITCH-HIGH
enter L00K-AHEAD

return 2
attach B to (current-symbol) and set (pltch) to 0

set (current-symbol) to / , (next-symbol) to zag and (distance) to 0

set (eurrent-symbol) to zag and (next-symbol) to rgisteren
enter CONTOUR-C0MP

enter PITCH-LOW
attach 0 to (eurrent-symbol)

set (eurrent-symbol) to *gisteren and (next-symbol) to /
enter C0NTOUR-COMP

enter PITCH-CHANGE
attach 1 to (currert-symbol) and set (pitch) to A

enter PITCH-CONT
enter LOOK-AHEAD

return 1

enter CHOOSE

aftaeh B to (current-symbol) and set (pit,ch) to 0
enter BOUNDARY?

enter PITCH-LOW
enter LOOK-AHEAD

return 1
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enter CHOOSE

attaeh 0 to (current-symbol>

set (current-symbol) to / ) (next-symbol) to deze

set (current-symbol) to deze and (next-symbol) to
enter CONTOUR-COMP

enter PITCH-L0H
attaeh 0 to (eurrent-symbol)

set (currert-syhbol) to rvrouw and (next-symbol)
enter CONTOUR COMP

enter PITCH-CHANGE
attach 1 to (currert-syfibol) and set (pltch)

and (distance)

*vrouw

to //

toA

to0

enter PITCH-CONT
enter LOOK AHEAD

return 0
enter END?

return FALSE
enter CHOOSE

attach A to (eurrent-symbol)
enter BOUNDARY?

enter PITCH-HIGH
attach B to (current-syffibol) and set (pltch) to 0

Output-string: de oude man zag gisteren deze vrouw
0 0 fiB 0 180 0 1g B

r3r
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